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Responses to the COVID-19 pandemic have
impeded progress towards the Sustainable
Development Goals
Cai Li1,2,6, Zhongci Deng 1,6, Zhen Wang 1,3✉, Yuanchao Hu 4, Ling Wang1, Shuxia Yu 1, Wei Li1,

Zhihua Shi 1,5✉ & Brett A. Bryan 2

COVID-19 pandemic responses have brought unprecedented challenges to the United

Nations 2030 Agenda for the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and a quantitative,

multi-dimensional assessment of the impacts of these responses on SDG progress is

required. Here, we use an adaptive multi-regional input–output model to quantitatively assess

the impact of pandemic responses on global and national SDG progress and show that

COVID-19 pandemic responses reduced overall progress towards the SDGs by 8.2%, with

socio-economic sustainability declining by 18.1% while environmental sustainability improved

by 5.1% compared with the business-as-usual trend. Developing countries suffered greater

reductions in overall sustainability (9.7%) than developed countries (7.1%). Under all post-

pandemic futures, pandemic responses were found to impede overall progress towards the

SDGs and worsened inequality between countries, particularly for socio-economic targets. A

post-pandemic strategy toward the SDGs requires sustainable pandemic responses which not

only address inequality among countries but also lessen the trade-offs between SDGs.
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The United Nations has declared the 2020s the “Decade of
Action” towards the Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs), requiring the 193 committed nations to achieve 17

goals and 169 targets spanning the environment, the economy,
and society1,2. Since 2020 however, the COVID-19 pandemic has
challenged this grand ambition3,4. Previous studies indicate that
nearly two-thirds of the SDG targets may be under threat from
the impact of COVID-19 pandemic responses, and some
responses may even be counterproductive to the sustainability
agenda5. For instance, movement restrictions implemented to
control virus transmission have reduced environmental degra-
dation, but also caused substantial social isolation and economic
loss6–8. Similarly, fiscal stimuli implemented to accelerate eco-
nomic recovery may also increase greenhouse gas emissions and
exacerbate climate change9. A comprehensive, integrated, and
quantitative assessment of the impact of COVID-19 pandemic
responses on social, economic, and environmental aspects of
sustainability, particularly in countries already burdened by
poverty and conflict, is now urgent9. Failing to do so may mean
that several SDGs will not be met by 20305.

Previous research has assessed the influence on SDG progress
of COVID-19 and the public health and economic responses to
it10–13. Some studies have evaluated the impact of individual
pandemic responses on sustainable development. For instance,
Falkendal et al. found that trade restrictions threatened the food
security of developing countries14. Lenzen et al. found that the
pandemic and associated movement restrictions reduced global
consumption, income, and employment but also reduced green-
house gas emissions and air pollution8. A few studies have also
quantified the impact of multiple pandemic responses on indi-
vidual aspects of sustainability, such as greenhouse gas emissions
and employment9,15. However, different pandemic responses
involve nuanced and heterogeneous impacts across different SDG
targets, countries, and income groups, and these impacts may
interact, leading to synergies and trade-offs between targets and
exacerbating inequality between countries11,16,17. No studies have
quantified the heterogeneous impacts of multiple COVID-19
pandemic responses on multiple SDGs. This issue is particularly
important for informing future pandemic responses which will
face a similar policy dilemma5,18,19. The absence of a quantitative
and detailed understanding of the impacts of individual public
health and economic measures generates a policy blind spot that
must be addressed to coordinate global sustainable development
with pandemic responses.

We developed a global adaptive multi-regional input–output
(AMRIO) model to quantitatively assess the impacts of COVID-
19 pandemic responses on global and national SDG scores, as
represented by selected SDG targets and indicators. This model
has been widely used to assess the economic consequence of
disasters, e.g., pandemics, floods, and earthquakes, as it is able to
identify the cascading effects between multiple sectors in a dis-
equilibrium market induced by short- or medium-term
shocks6,9,15,20. Other economic models such as input–output
model and computable general equilibrium model are well-
known for disaster impact assessment and able to explicitly reflect
the interactions between supply and demand at the sectoral level,
but they either lack the adaptive behavior of economic agents to
capture the dynamic change in a disaster (e.g., input–output
model) or overestimate the flexibility of the post-disaster market
that is unlikely to reach equilibrium through price adjustment in
the short term (e.g., computable general equilibrium model)6,9.
However, the AMRIO model can simulate pandemic responses by
reshaping labor, capital, and transportation constraints, thus
enabling the quantification of economic, social, and environ-
mental consequences by simulating direct and indirect results
through supply chains. In this model, we consider the three most

widely used response measures (i.e., movement restrictions, fiscal
stimuli, and trade restrictions) and select eight SDG targets (four
socio-economic and four environmental targets, Table 1) each of
which have measurable indicators and available data (see
“Methods”).

In this study, we simulate the impacts of multiple pandemic
responses on multiple aspects of sustainability during the Uni-
ted Nations Decade of Action. Based on the expectation of the
end of COVID-19 and the utility of related response measures, we
set 2023 as a break point21. First, we analyzed the impacts of
pandemic responses on the SDG targets above during the
COVID-19 pandemic period (from 2020 to 2023) by assessing
national and global SDG progress under COVID-19 and a busi-
ness as usual (BAU) scenario (a hypothetical no-pandemic sce-
nario), measured in terms of SDG target scores. We then
identified the impacts of movement restrictions, fiscal stimuli, and
trade restrictions on SDG progress in 2020, when pandemic
responses led to the most serious shocks to the global supply
chain. Finally, we simulated SDG progress during the post-
pandemic period (from 2024 to 2030) and discussed the
inequality between nations under different policy options.

Results
Global sustainability under COVID-19 pandemic responses.
We found that global SDG progress has been significantly hin-
dered by COVID-19 pandemic responses, showing a V-shaped
trend during the pandemic period (Fig. 1a). With the outbreak of
COVID-19 in 2020, the global SDG score fell by 8.2%, from 55.7
to 51.1. A gradual recovery in the sustainability score then
occurred from 2021 to 2023 with the demise of the pandemic, at a
rate of nearly 2.8% per year, approaching the pre-pandemic level
of 55.5 in 2023. The rapid short-term decrease in the global SDG
score resulting from pandemic responses was followed by a
recovery following the gradual phasing-out of pandemic
responses. National SDG scores indicated significant inequality
between countries. Under the COVID-19 pandemic, European
countries, mainly developed countries, had the highest SDG
scores, around 58.9. In contrast, Asian and African countries,
mainly developing countries, had lower SDG scores, around 47.5
(Fig. 1b). These global and regional trends on SDG scores are
consistent with the results from the United Nations3,4.

COVID-19 pandemic responses further exacerbated inequality
in sustainable development between different income groups.
Compared with the BAU scenario (Fig. 1c, d), the sustainability of
developing countries, including upper-middle-income countries,
lower-middle-income countries, and low-income countries, was
more seriously impacted by pandemic responses. The SDG scores
of these three income groups were reduced by 9.6%, 10.5%, and
6.8% on average, respectively, by COVID-19 responses compared
with the BAU scenario. Deterioration in developing country
progress towards socio-economic targets was most pronounced,
especially for SDG2.1, SDG8.1, and SDG9.2, which declined by
49.9%, 9.4%, and 20.5%, respectively. In particular, developing
countries faced exacerbated undernutrition as a result of COVID-
19 pandemic responses14. In comparison, the SDG progress of
developed countries was more resilient to COVID-19 responses.
Their SDG score decreased by only 7.1% on average, significantly
outperforming that of developing countries (9.7% decrease). The
worse-off sustainability scores of developing countries mainly
derive from their increased vulnerability against SDG2.1 and
SDG8.4. This phenomenon can be explained by the cascading
effects of response measures in the global supply chain. With a
high reliance on labor-intensive agricultural production, devel-
oping countries suffered a greater reduction in agricultural output
(24.0%) than developed countries (20.2%) as movement
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restrictions lead to a labor shortage and reduced the score of
developing countries for SDG2.1 by 49.9%, compared to 36.2% in
developed countries. Similarly, where pandemic response mea-
sures hindered industrial activities, developing countries reduced
material consumption (25.5%) more steeply than developed
countries (15.9%), causing a more pronounced increase in SDG
8.4 score in developing countries (10.7%) than in developed
countries (4.4%).

In addition, the impacts of pandemic responses on socio-
economic and environmental targets differed. Compared with the
BAU, the four selected environmental targets all showed an
improvement ranging from 2.8% for SDG7.2 to 7.4% for SDG8.4,
an average increase of 5.1%. In contrast, selected socio-economic
targets decreased by 18.1% on average, made up of a decline in
SDG8.1, SDG9.2, and SDG2.1 by 4.1%, 23.8%, 48.4%, respec-
tively, while SDG17.11 was unchanged. SDG2.1 was the most
seriously threatened target, accounting for a 101.2% reduction in
the global SDG score (see Fig. 1e). The reason is that import-
dependent countries suffered from severe food shortages due to
the disruption of the food supply chain. For example, the top 10

countries suffering most from decline in SDG2.1 are all import-
dependent countries, where cereal import dependence ratios
exceeded 50% from 2016 to 2018. In addition, other socio-
economic targets such as SDG8.1 and SDG9.2 were also pressured
by pandemic responses, seeing 1.7% and 20.4% reductions in
SDG scores, respectively, largely as a result of movement
restrictions. Countries that imposed harsher restrictions on
movement, such as China and Peru, faced more significant
disruptions to SDG8.1 and SDG 9.2, the scores for which
decreased by more than 17.9%. Economic recession from 2019 to
2020 verifies these results. However, a slight rise (3.8%) in the
socio-economic indicator SDG17.11 demonstrates that national
export shares were mostly unchanged. This trend can be verified
by the assessment of SDG indicators database from the United
Nations22, and suggests that international trade structure was not
reshaped by pandemic responses, despite the value of national
and global exports declining.

In comparison, all environmental targets experienced recovery
during the pandemic period. SDG8.4 showed the largest
improvement, with its global score rising by 7.4% compared

Fig. 1 The temporal and spatial changes in global SDGs. a Temporal change in SDG scores at the global level. b SDG scores for all countries under
COVID-19 pandemic responses in 2020; the regions in white color indicate no data. c The impacts of pandemic responses on national SDG score changes
between the COVID-19 pandemic and BAU scenario (shown as a percentage change). d The impacts of pandemic responses on different income groups in
2020; dark and light colors indicate SDG scores in the BAU scenario and the COVID-19 pandemic, respectively. e The impacts of pandemic responses on
different SDG targets in 2020. In (d), the upper side of the box indicates the upper quartile, the lower side indicates the lower quartile, the black horizontal
line represents the mean, the error bar represents the standard deviation. Credit (icons): the United Nations (SDG).
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with the BAU scenario. SDG8.4 was followed by SDG13.2,
SDG6.4, and SDG7.2, which rose by 7.1%, 3.1%, and 2.8%,
respectively, in 2020. Environmental recovery benefitted from
reduced industrial production and transportation as a result of
border closures, lockdowns, and social distancing7,8. Much higher
positive environmental impacts occurred in countries that rely
more heavily on highly polluting and resource-intensive indus-
tries, such as Indonesia, increasing 12.2% on average across four
environmental targets. Existing data and research have supported
the reduction in greenhouse gas reduction and energy consump-
tion in Indonesia since COVID-1923,24. This is likely due to the
strict and prolonged lockdowns which resulted in a greater
reduction in industrial activities and a more substantial environ-
mental recovery.

Different impacts of the three pandemic responses. We iden-
tified the different impacts of each pandemic response by com-
paring the results between individual pandemic responses and the
BAU scenario in 2020. Our results suggested that movement
restrictions played the most important role in hindering progress
towards socio-economic targets by 30.5% (Fig. 2), especially SDG2.1
(45.8%), SDG9.2 (16.0%), SDG 17.11 (13.4%), and SDG8.1 (7.3%).
However, movement restrictions also triggered an improvement in
progress towards environmental targets of 3.1%, as there was a
synergistic rise in the scores for SDG8.4 (6.0%), SDG7.2 (3.2%),
SDG13.2 (1.8%), and SDG6.4 (1.8%). Furthermore, the stronger the
movement restrictions were, the worse the decline in the socio-
economic target scores (see Fig. 2) and, in turn, the better the
performance against environmental targets. In summary, move-
ment restrictions generated a beneficial outcome across the four
environmental indicators but this came with a trade-off for socio-
economic indicators mainly by stagnating industrial activities6–8.

Fiscal stimuli had an opposite but weaker effect on SDG targets
compared to movement restrictions (Fig. 2), confirming the
synergies and trade-offs between SDGs in terms of the impact of
pandemic responses. SDG2.1, SDG8.1, and SDG9.2 increased by
3.0%, 6.7%, and 0.1%, respectively, due to financial support for
food supply, industrial production, and household consumption.
However, fiscal stimuli also triggered additional environmental
pressure, with SDG6.4, SDG7.2, SDG8.4, and SDG13.2 consis-
tently decreasing by nearly 0.2%. Notably, fiscal stimuli
significantly accelerated all socio-economic targets except
SDG17.11 because most countries provided financial support
biased towards domestic final demand rather than export
markets. As a result, their export share was similar to the BAU.
In general though, the positive effects of fiscal stimuli did not fully
offset the negative impacts of movement restrictions.

Among the three kinds of response measures, trade restrictions
had the lowest impact on SDG progress. Because most trade-
related response measures to COVID-19 were temporary, lasting
only a few months, and were small in scale, primarily addressing
the agricultural sector. The percentage of countries with trade
restrictions was also the lowest (12%), far less than the percentage
of countries with movement restrictions and fiscal stimuli (100%
and 76%, respectively). In addition, trade restrictions negatively
affected only some socio-economic SDG targets, specifically
SDG2.1 and SDG17.11. In detail, countries with trade restrictions
performed better on SDG2.1, with only a 0.3% drop on average,
compared with those without trade restrictions, which dropped
by 3.0%. There are two reasons for these differences. First, the
purpose of trade restrictions is to maintain the domestic food
supply by decreasing exports14,25. Second, trade restrictions
disrupt the food supply chain of import-oriented countries, which
cannot be self-sufficient in agriculture due to natural resource
limitations, and hence face food security risks. In addition, trade

Fig. 2 Different impacts of three pandemic responses (i.e., movement restrictions, fiscal stimuli, and trade restrictions) on SDG targets. “Global” refers
to the average of the selected SDG target scores over all countries. For movement restrictions and fiscal stimuli, “Strong” and “Weak” refer to the average
of the selected SDG target scores over the countries whose policy intensity was higher and lower than the average level, respectively. For trade restrictions,
“Strong” and “Weak” refer to the average of the selected SDG target scores over the countries that set and did not set trade restrictions, respectively. The
error bars represent the standard deviation of the SDG scores. Credit (icons): the United Nations (SDG).
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restrictions impeded the progress in trade globalization of the
countries that implemented such restrictions. Their domestic
export bans led to a global SDG17.11 score decrease of 9.3%.

Post-pandemic scenario analysis. Considering the future uncer-
tainty of the pandemic, we designed 27 cases (see Supplementary
Table 1 for details) to simulate global and national SDG progress
during the post-pandemic period (from 2024 to 2030). In general,
global SDG progress during the post-pandemic period was
dependent on the method and extent of pandemic responses.
Under the best scenario, namely, Back to Normal, where infectious
diseases no longer emerged and movement restrictions were
completely lifted all over the world, the global SDG score reached
the highest point of 55.7 (Fig. 3a). However, the end of the pan-
demic did not lead to full achievement of the SDGs. Rather, the
global SDG score gradually decreased by 0.1% from 2024 to 2030
under the no-response scenarios. This result means that the SDGs
were not met under the traditional development model, high-
lighting that a new development model during the post-pandemic
period will be essential to ensure that the SDGs are achieved5,26.
Unsurprisingly, global sustainable development was worse under
the New Normal and Pandemic Returns scenarios, where people
faced pandemic risks and movement restrictions at moderate or
strong levels; the global SDG score fell to 55.4 and 55.3 (Fig. 3b, c),
respectively. The longer the duration of movement restrictions, the

worse the achievement of the SDGs was due to the strong decline
in SDG progress in developing countries, e.g., 0.9% and 1.0%,
respectively, in the New Normal and Pandemic Returns scenarios.
This result suggests an urgent need to eliminate the pandemic and
lift movement restrictions as soon as possible to maintain the
current SDG trajectory.

As mentioned above, global SDG progress further decreased
under the New Normal scenario and Pandemic Returns scenarios.
However, the trends in the SDG score varied due to the different
pandemic responses. For example, under the New Normal
scenario, the global SDG score remained constant at nearly 55.4
from 2024 to 2030 due to the normalized movement restrictions.
Taking other response measures into account, including fiscal
stimuli, trade restrictions, and their policy combinations, the
global SDG score under the New Normal scenario lagged that
under the Back to Normal scenario. This result means that other
response measures cannot completely offset the impacts of
movement restrictions. Indeed, they further disrupted global
sustainable development because of the trade-off relationships
between different SDG targets. Therefore, the best strategy to
maintain SDG achievement under the New Normal scenario was
to discontinue both fiscal stimuli and trade restrictions, with the
global SDG score reaching the highest level of 55.4. A similar
phenomenon also existed under the Pandemic Returns scenario,
although the trend in global SDGs differed. In detail, under the
Pandemic Returns scenario, the global SDG score between 2024

Fig. 3 Global SDG progress during the post-pandemic period. a–c Trend in SDG scores under different scenarios: a Back to Normal (BN), b New Normal
(NN), and c Pandemic Returns (PR). d Relative changes in SDG scores between developed and developing countries compared with the result of “BN-
SwEw” in 2024. “S” and “E” refer to fiscal stimuli and trade restrictions, respectively; “w”, “m”, and “s” refer to weak, moderate, and strong degrees of the
policy level, respectively.
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and 2030 showed a V-shaped trend, and its lowest point occurred
in 2027, as the most severe movement restrictions were set for the
emerging pandemic at that time. Since the movement restriction
were gradually alleviated during the following years, the global
SDG score gradually increased from 54.5 to 55.6 between 2027
and 2030. However, based on the results of nine cases under the
Pandemic Returns scenario, both fiscal stimuli and trade
restrictions contributed little to global sustainability. For example,
fiscal stimuli accelerated socio-economic achievement of SDG2.1
and SDG8.1 by 0.2% and 1.7%, respectively, while reducing the
score of the remaining SDG targets, which decreased from 0.04%
to 1.5% and offset socio-economic achievement. Similarly, when
trade restrictions were implemented, their impact focused on
SDG2.1 and SDG17.11 negatively, and caused a 0.4% decline of
the global SDG score.

Notably, the inequality between developed and developing
countries was exacerbated via the widened gap in SDG progress
during the post-pandemic period. In most cases, inequality in
global sustainable development, as measured by relative changes
in the SDG score, between developed and developing countries
increased from 2024 to 2030. Among the three scenarios, this
inequality was higher when pandemic risk increased and
movement restrictions were more severe. For example, inequality
was lowest under the Back to Normal scenario, where the relative
decline for both developed and developing countries was nearly
0.2% in 2024 (Fig. 3d). However, the inequality was highest under
the Pandemic Returns scenario, where the relative decline for
developed countries and developing countries reached 0.7% and
1.0%, respectively. This is because developing countries lack
adaptive capacity and are thus more sensitive to the socio-
economic disruption caused by pandemic responses. Importantly,
fiscal stimuli and trade restrictions further exacerbated the
inequality caused by strict movement restrictions. Under the
Pandemic Returns scenario, the relative changes in the SDG
scores between developed and developing countries further
increased when fiscal stimuli or trade restrictions were
implemented.

Discussion
This study presents a quantitative assessment of the impacts of
pandemic responses on SDG progress. Extending most previous
studies which have assessed the combined impacts of the pan-
demic and pandemic responses or assessed sustainable develop-
ment in relation to a single response policy or a single SDG, we
clarified the different effects of pandemic response policies on
multiple SDG targets. Our results reveal that global SDG progress
was significantly impeded by COVID-19 pandemic responses
from 2020 to 2023 due to the trade-offs between socio-economic
and environmental targets. SDG scores in developing countries
were more depressed than that in developed countries, while most
socio-economic targets showed reductions which outsized the
improvements evident in environmental targets. Such reductions
were mainly caused by movement restrictions which were bene-
ficial for meeting environmental targets but rapidly drove down
socio-economic target scores. In contrast, fiscal stimuli were
effective in mitigating socio-economic problems but this came at
a significant environmental cost. Trade restrictions had the lowest
negative effects on global sustainable development. Under all
future pandemic trajectories, current pandemic responses were
counterproductive to achieving the 2030 agenda and exacerbated
inequality in sustainable development among countries, especially
for socio-economic targets.

Reasons for the difference in SDG progress between developed
and developing countries are twofold. First, developed countries
are better able to face external shocks via policy tools, capital

resources, and management experience7. For example, to address
COVID-19, strong fiscal stimuli were predominantly imple-
mented by developed countries such as Japan and Italy which
spent about 54.9% and 30.4% of GDP, respectively, to combat
COVID-19. These rates are much higher than the average level of
stimulus implemented in developing countries (4.5%). Second,
sustainability progress is more vulnerable in developing countries
which already experience challenges related to poverty, hunger,
conflict, industrialization, and environmental protection27,28.
Because they lack complete industrial systems and are vulnerable
to cascading effects from other countries along the supply chain.
For example, due to the rapid decrease in foreign final demand
during the COVID-19 pandemic, some African countries which
delayed resource exports experienced a dramatic decline in pro-
gress towards socio-economic targets29. In addition, some agri-
cultural export bans implemented by exporting countries with
large market shares significantly impeded the achievement of
SDG 2.1 in low-income net food importers14.

Pandemic response measures have accelerated the achievement
of some SDG targets but impeded the achievement of others8.
This phenomenon is mainly caused by the biased influence of
pandemic responses. For example, movement restrictions are
beneficial for meeting environmental targets but rapidly drive
down the scores of socio-economic targets. Fiscal stimuli are
effective in mitigating socio-economic problems, but they do so at
an environmental cost. Lacking sufficient time and complete
information on the complex socio-economic and environment
impacts of policy decisions, policymakers may focus on only one
or two priorities such as health, economic development, or food
security, rather than planning to achieve multiple SDG targets
simultaneously27,30. By understanding the interactions between
multiple targets, future pandemic responses could be modified to
maximize the synergies and resolve the existing trade-offs
between the SDGs, rather than solely adopt the more narrow
epidemiological and public health perspective31,32.

A post-pandemic strategy for the 2030 Agenda requires sus-
tainable pandemic responses across all SDG targets and countries.
Such a strategy should not only reduce the inequality between
developed and developing countries but also resolve the trade-offs
between society, the economy, and the environment. For exam-
ple, although movement restrictions have proven to be effective in
limiting virus transmission, they should be carefully implemented
due to the significant socio-economic harm that they cause,
particularly for variants with lower pathogenicity33,34. Developing
countries should be cautious in implementing movement
restrictions and improve the vaccination rate to insulate against
future waves. In addition, rather than a broad lockdown of entire
populations, it is necessary to develop adaptive interventions for
at-risk people and consider the cascading effects on income,
welfare, and food security35. Fiscal stimuli during a pandemic
should also be revised to mitigate the trade-off between socio-
economic and environmental targets. For developed countries, a
pandemic offers the chance to turn the trade-offs into synergies
during the recovery stage via targeted economic measures, such as
boosting investment in cleaner and low-carbon industry36,37. For
developing countries, socio-economic targets, such as SDG2.1
and SDG8.1, should be given priority in financial stimuli because
they are fundamental requirements of human well-being.
Thereby, the limited capital resources of developing countries
could support a more flexible financial policy for improving
income, employment, and food availability11. Based on the “leave
no one behind” principle of the SDG agenda, cross-border
cooperation between developing and developed countries is also
necessary. Such cooperation includes not only assistance in health
care but also financial and technological aid to help developing
countries recover from the crisis. Trade restrictions should not be
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advocated as a primary choice for pandemic control, especially
for major agricultural exporters, which challenge the achievement
of SDG2.1 and SDG17.11.

As changes in future economic development and policy
implementation could result in uncertainty in our scenario ana-
lysis of the post-pandemic period, we considered different Shared
Socioeconomic Pathways (SSPs) trajectories, e.g., the sustainable
road SSP1 and the rocky road SSP3 scenarios, and pandemic
response measures in the uncertainty analysis. Specific methods,
parameters, and results are, respectively, presented in the
“Methods”, Supplementary Table 1, and Supplementary Figs. 2–4.
We found that the results are sensitive to the economic level and
policy-induced parameters. This means if there are more strict
response measures to future emerging pandemic, the achievement
of global sustainability and its inequality will be worse. These
results not only align with our previous conclusion, but can also
verify the robustness of the AMRIO model. We also found that
the negative effects of pandemic responses on sustainable devel-
opment can be effectively alleviated by a more sustainable and
higher level of economic development which might be a potential
solution to achieve the 2030 agenda with pandemic risks.

There are also some limitations to our work. First, we selected
only eight SDG targets in this study due to data and method
limitations, rather than all issues of sustainability such as
unemployment and health security. Hence, while this research
provides a multi-dimensional assessment of global SDGs progress
and a methodological foundation for further research, this work
still offers only a partial coverage of the SDGs. Second, this study
does not consider the changes of economic structure, production
efficiency, and technology, due to a homogeneity assumption
within the AMRIO mode. Therefore, there are potential short-
comings of this model to fit in with the reality during the long
term, but it will not affect the main conclusion of this study.
Because our model does not aim to accurately project future SDG
achievements but clarify mixed impacts from different scenarios
and policy measures to guide global and national sustainability
and public health measures. Finally, we also simplified the policy
effect in the model due to limited temporal, regional, or sectoral
information presented in the GTAP-MRIO table and IMF
report38,39. For example, we did not take medical product export
bans, such as masks and drugs, into account. We cannot evaluate
seasonal pandemic measures and sub-national level indicators
based on an annual global input–output table. We only con-
sidered the fiscal stimuli for certain integrated sectors, including
agriculture, energy, manufacturing, construction, services, medi-
cal, and household final demand. Future studies could consider
updated data and other economic models such as a computable
general equilibrium model to predict future SDG progress.

Despite these uncertainties and limitations, our research fra-
mework lays a foundation to further explore the impacts of
pandemic response measures on sustainable development across
multiple dimensions. Our results suggest that pandemic responses
will challenge our ability to meet the United Nations 2030
Agenda. Current response measures should be more targeted and
better aligned with sustainable development, which requires a
deep understanding of the potential trade-offs between SDG
targets and the rising inequality between nations. Global scien-
tists, policymakers, and leaders should also learn from the
COVID-19 crisis to raise awareness of the most vulnerable
countries (i.e., African countries) and the hardest hit indicators
(i.e., food security) which need the greatest support to progress in
the United Nations Decade of Action towards the SDGs.

Methods
Adaptive multi-regional input–output model. We used a global adaptive multi-
regional input–output (AMRIO) model to evaluate the impacts of COVID-19

pandemic responses on the global supply chain and their cascading effects on the
sustainable development of nations. This model has been previously used to
quantify the economic loss, resource consumption, and environmental pollution
derived from disasters such as pandemics and flood6,9. Its advantage is in
accounting for interactions between supply and demand at the sectoral level based
on a global input–output table, while adjusting to short-term or time-varying
shocks from disaster impacts9,40. We referred to the model presented by Shan
et al.9 and extended the pandemic responses to three widely used measures:
movement restrictions, fiscal stimuli, and trade restrictions during the pandemic
and post-pandemic periods. We assessed progress towards global sustainable
development by quantifying the impacts of pandemic responses of each individual
country. A complete description with the full set of equations is presented in the
Supplementary Methods.

Pandemic responses are considered to disrupt the balance between production
and consumption across the global supply chain, which consists of different
countries and industries. In a country, there are two types of agents, namely
households and industries, which devote themselves both to production and
consumption activities. We assumed the households of each country had a fixed
bundle of consumption and supply labor for domestic production among various
industries. We assumed that each industry produced unique goods or services with
essential primary inputs, i.e., capital and labor, as well as intermediate inputs from
other industries. If pandemic responses have not occurred, the output of each
industry was able to meet the demand of households (final demand) and other
industries (intermediate input). We considered three kinds of pandemic responses
for COVID-19, i.e., movement restrictions, fiscal stimuli, and trade restrictions.

Movement restrictions have significant impacts both on the production and
consumption sides. On the production side, these measures have constrained labor
supply and product transformation6. On the consumption side, these measures
have caused a dramatic fall in final demand, particularly among the entertainment
and tourism sectors41. Hence, we set different levels of labor shortage, product
transformation, and household consumption among various sectors. Fiscal stimuli
were also considered in our model, as a common disaster response to promote
economic recovery and social stability42. Based on previous studies, most stimuli
measures were designed to increase cash flow to household necessities and support
industrial development9,43. Thus, we assumed fiscal stimuli would increase the
economic size of targeted agents, i.e., households and certain sectors, according to
the country-specific plan. Furthermore, we considered the impact of trade
restrictions on the global market because it has directly exacerbated the imbalance
between supply and demand since the outbreak of the pandemic. Due to the
limitation of data, we only took export bans on agricultural products into account
by reshaping the cross-regional trade flows, rather than all kinds of trade
restrictions in this study. Specifically, if a certain kind of product is prohibited from
trading between two countries, we set the trade flow of this product to zero.

To assess the impacts of pandemic responses, we provided a hypothetical
business-as-usual (BAU) scenario, assuming that the COVID-19 pandemic never
emerged. Under the BAU, socio-economic activities were unaffected by pandemic
responses and maintained recent historical trajectories according to projections
under the middle-of-the-road from SSP244–46. Against this counterfactual, we
evaluated the separate and combined impacts of three pandemic responses against
multiple indicators of sustainability.

Scenario settings. To distinguish the impact between the pandemic and post-
pandemic period, we set 2023 as the break point, according to WHO’s expectation
of the end of COVID-19 and related response measures21. We took 2020–2023 as
the pandemic period, during which the pandemic responses (i.e., movement
restrictions, fiscal stimuli, and trade restrictions) were implemented according to
existing policies, data, and literature. For instance, we set the duration and
strictness of movement restrictions using Google Community Mobility Reports and
Oxford COVID-19 Government Response Tracker during the pandemic
period47,48, where the level of labor shortage, transportation disruption, and final
demand of certain industries were reduced accordingly. Google Community
Mobility Reports provide mobility data in the workplace and residential areas for
nearly all countries except China, where we used the national migration scale index
from the Baidu Qianxi dataset to indicate China’s policy strictness49. In addition,
we set an expiration date of national movement restrictions according to the real
policy validity period from Oxford COVID-19 Government Response Tracker. Due
to the Google database ceasing updates on 15 October 2022, we had to fill the
missing mobility data for countries which had not canceled movement restrictions
by that time. Hence, we made a linear projection based on an assumption that the
mobility level will linearly recover to pre-pandemic levels by the expiration date.
Fiscal stimuli was implemented in the model by increasing domestic production
and consumption of eight integrated sectors, with the share of growth in these eight
sectors raised according to the information from the International Monetary
Fund38. A full description of related policy and data is presented in Supplementary
Table 2. We set the trade restriction duration and affected products based on
announced trade bans which usually aimed to bolster domestic food security by
restricting the export of agricultural products. We collected data on export bans on
agricultural goods from the International Trade Center50. We extracted informa-
tion about the trade ban time period and affected products to re-calculate the trade
flows in the AMRIO model, see Supplementary Table 3 for detail.
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We took 2024–2030 as the post-pandemic period where the impact of three
kinds of pandemic responses was assessed, characterized by various response levels.
Due to uncertainty in future risk posed by COVID-19, we referred to the narrative
scenarios from the projection of WHO and correspondently designed three
different scenarios51: (1) the pandemic ends and life is back to normal (Back to
Normal); (2) the pandemic coexists with humans and induces a new normal (New
Normal); (3) the pandemic returns and shocks again (Pandemic Returns). Thus, we
assumed that movement restrictions were completely lifted, seasonally occurred,
and strictly re-implemented again during the seven years under the Back to
Normal, New Normal, and Pandemic Returns scenarios, respectively
(Supplementary Table 4). We designed three different levels of fiscal stimuli and
trade restrictions for supporting socio-economic development during the period:
strong, moderate, and weak (Supplementary Table 1). In total, we explored 27 cases
to provide a comprehensive insight into potential future post-pandemic trajectories
and the impacts across the SDGs. Rather than make an accurate projection on SDG
achievements, our aim was to compare “what if” outcomes of these different
scenarios for the SDGs and obtain policy implications for future pathways towards
the 2030 agenda.

Calculation of SDG indicators, targets, and scores. We selected SDG targets
based on the following two criteria: (1) the targets are conceptually clear and have
an established indicators and methodologies according to Global indicator frame-
work for the Sustainable Development Goals and targets of the 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development52; and (2) the data for quantifying indicators and per-
formance against targets matches with the input–output table and homogeneity
assumptions applied in the AMRIO model. Via this process we selected eight
targets and classified them into (four) socio-economic targets: SDG2.1, SDG8.1,
SDG9.2, and SDG17.11, and (four) environmental targets: SDG6.4, SDG7.2,
SDG8.4, and SDG13.2. Targets are summarized in Table 1 along with basic
implications and representative indicators.

We evaluated the pandemic response impacts on the eight SDG targets by
calculating representative indicators under different circumstances. Consistent with
previous studies6,9, we assumed that the economic structure and technology level is
unlikely to change significantly within such a short time. In other words, the global
supply chain was considered to remain constant during the study period unless
pandemic responses occurred. Under each scenario, we directly obtained some
economic consequences for each country, including GDP, manufacturing value-
added, and export value to evaluate SDG8.1, SDG9.2, and SDG17.11, respectively,
based on simulation results from AMRIO. We quantified environmental indicators
including water use for SDG6.4, energy consumption for SDG7.2, material
consumption for SDG8.4, and total greenhouse emission emissions for SDG 13.2
based on their production-based environmental footprint, referring to their
consumption or emissions intensity multiplied by economic output (shown in Eq.
(1)).

EFt
i;r ¼ intensityti;r ´ output

t
i;r ð1Þ

where EFt
i;r indicates a certain environmental footprint, such as energy

consumption or greenhouse gas emissions, the subscripts i and r indicate sector
and region, respectively, while t indicates year. intensity indicates the sectoral
intensity of certain resource consumption or pollution emissions per unit of
economic output (output). The emissions and consumption intensities were
obtained from the Global Trade Analysis Project (GTAP) and Eora26
databases39,53,54. For evaluating SDG2.1, we used the prevalence of
undernourishment calculated via the widely used method from FAO55.

In addition, there are four negative targets, such as greenhouse gas emissions,
which need to be reduced to achieve sustainable development, and four positive
targets, such as economic growth, which need to be increased. In order to obtain a
comparable score for these targets, we standardized them on a scale of 0 to 100
based on the method of Xu et al.2. This measure enabled us to quantify progress
toward sustainability at the national and global level in terms of each target (see the
Supplementary Methods for detail): the larger the country’s SDG indicator score is,
the better the progress and performance. To track integrated SDG progress at
national and global level, we gave equal weight to each target and country, since all
committed countries are required to achieve the full set of targets by 2030 following
the principle of “leave no one behind”. Hence, the SDG score was calculated as the
mean indicator score across eight targets (at national level) and all countries (at
global level). Similarly, an increasing score over the study period reflected a positive
trend towards SDG achievement.

Uncertainty analysis. To identify the uncertainties due to the impacts of economic
development and response measures during post-pandemic period, we ran a series
of sensitivity simulations with AMRIO model. We chose the different development
trajectories from the SSPs database, e.g., the sustainable road SSP1 and the rocky
road SSP3, which, respectively, indicates a higher and lower economic level than the
middle-of-the-road SSP2. For both SSP1 and SSP3 trajectories, we simulated 27
cases of pandemic responses to three future pandemic scenarios, e.g., Back to
Normal, New Normal, and Pandemic Returns. The policy ranges are summarized in
Supplementary Table 1. Detailed results for the uncertainty analysis are presented in
Supplementary Figs. 2–4.

Data. For AMRIOmodel construction, we used a global multi-regional input–output
table from the GTAP 10 database39, which presents the primary input, intermediate
production, and final demand of 65 sectors among countries or regions in 2014
(Supplementary Table 5). For SDG score calculation, we collected national envir-
onmental data in 2014 and the latest year, as well as socio-economic data projected
between 2020 and 2030. We collected five kinds of environmental and consumption
accounts for 2014 to match the input–output table, which includes greenhouse gas
emission and energy consumption from GTAP39,54, water use, and material con-
sumption from Eora2653, agricultural products consumption from FAO56. We then
collected the latest data and calculated their proportion between recent years and
2014 to estimate selected indicators during the study period based on the assumption
of technology homogeneity. In detail, the latest environmental data consisted of
greenhouse gas emissions and energy consumption from IEA in 201857, water use
and agricultural product consumption from FAO in 201856,58, and material use from
UN-IRP in 201859. The socio-economic data included the projected GDP and
population of each country between 2020 and 2030 from the SSPs Database44–46.
Because some country-level data was unavailable, our final dataset consisted of 113
countries and regions (Supplementary Table 6).

Data availability
All datasets analyzed in this study are publicly available as referenced within the article
and in the Supplementary Information. Global multi-regional input–output table is from
the GTAP 10 database (https://www.gtap.agecon.purdue.edu/databases/v10/index.aspx);
movement restrictions are from Google Community Mobility Reports (https://www.
google.com/covid19/mobility/), Oxford COVID-19 Government Response Tracker
(https://github.com/OxCGRT/covid-policy-tracker), and Baidu Qianxi dataset (https://
qianxi.baidu.com/); fiscal stimuli is from International Monetary Fund (https://www.imf.
org/en/Topics/imf-and-covid19/Policy-Responses-to-COVID-19); trade restrictions are
from International Trade Center (https://www.macmap.org/en/covid19). Other
processed data are available at figshare: https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.23521992.

Code availability
All codes used in this study are available on figshare (https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.
20887966).
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